
Easily share up-to-date
information across teams
Gain control of how project data is shared

Bridge, within Autodesk Construction Cloud, allows project teams 
to share data across separate companies’ accounts, like from a 
general contractor to a subcontractor or designer to owner, in order 
to improve cross team collaboration, reduce rework, and gain better 
control of project information. 

With growing request of security concerns from owners, general 
contractors are under extreme pressure to ensure their data is secure. 
Bridge allows general contractors to set permissions ensuring they 
are only sharing desired documents. Eliminate manual processes by 
selecting to automatically keep everyone on the same page with up-
to-date information.

With Bridge, you can…
✓ Define what gets shared
✓ Share files and sheets across accounts
✓ Reduce duplication/rework
✓ Automate sharing of updates
✓ Adhere to the Owner’s requirements
✓ Save time sharing sheets & files
✓ Improve cross team collaboration
✓ Keep all project teams informed

Keep All Project Teams on the Same Page
Having the wrong information can cause rework and ultimately increase project costs. 
With Bridge, you can eliminate these risks, by sharing the most up-to-date information 
across the project life-cycle, projects and accounts. 

Protect Confidential Information
For General Contractors, Bridge allows the flexibility of setting individual permissions 
(aligning to the request of owners) when sharing documents, images, sheets, and more 
across different accounts and projects. 

Automate Data Sharing
Set it and forget it. Easily enable the Bridge functionality within Autodesk Construction 
Cloud and ensure all project teams get the most up-to-date data with each new 
version, automatically.

Bridge is included with a subscription to Autodesk Build.
For more information, please visit us at: www.autodesk.com/construction

“Sharing entire projects with team members can compromise privacy and requires tedious permission 
setting. Autodesk Bridge gives us the flexibility to automatically share relevant information with 
stakeholders, while still maintaining control over our project data. Bridge radically simplifies our 

collaboration across teams and projects so we can deliver work on time and within budget.”

Luis Angel Garcia, BIM specialist, SSOE Group
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